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Artefacts, art and artifice: reconsidering iconographic sources for archaeological objects in 
early modern Europe 
By DAVID GAIMSTER 
 
SUMMARY: This paper, dedicated to the memory of Geoff Egan, former President of The 
Society for Post-Medieval Archaeology, reviews a key dynamic in post-medieval 
archaeology, that is the relationship between artefacts and images, and in particular the 
questions raised in the study of historic domestic material culture depicted in the 
contemporaneous painting and prints. Both media underwent a major transformation 
from c. 1400. The introduction of oil on wood or canvas, which led to an industry in 
transportable art for the home, revolutionized the domestic interior for the economically 
privileged in Western Europe, while printmaking created a revolution in the 
communication of ideas and ideology. The discussion addresses the methodological and 
hermeneutic issues involved in this still nascent field of study and identifies some 
directions for cross-examining synchronous archaeological and pictorial sources. Two 
main groups of pictorial art containing domestic material culture are reviewed, namely 
pre- and post-Reformation art in the Netherlands and Germany and genre paintings of 
the Dutch Golden Age. The historical iconographic record may shed a potentially rich 
qualitative light on to the quantitative archaeological patterning. Excavations at 
Duisburg in the Lower Rhineland provide a rich source of archaeological 
correspondence. 
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Introduction 
All Geoff Egan’s work on historic artefacts, be it a cloth seals or a toy, was dedicated to 
exploring the fundamental relationship between material life and human experience, or to quote 
Fernand Braudel, ‘la vie materielle, ce sont les homes et les choses, les choses at les hommes’.i  
Geoff was committed to the development of interdisciplinary methods, which through the 
ordering and interrogation of objects, images and written accounts, attempts to reconstruct from 
fragments of evidence the material and mental culture of past civilizations in their real-life 
relationships and everyday situations (an approach fostered by the Institut für Realienkunde, 
Austrian Academy of Sciences).
ii
  Central to any study of social, economic and cultural change 
from the late Middle ages to the modern world, is the recognition of the emergence of the 
modern consumer society and its expanding materiality, the escalation of object data (accelerated 
in part by development-led archaeology) and the multiplicity in sources of historic evidence, 
each creating potential connectivity and contradiction in our understanding. One important 
question is the impact of the material world on people’s lives and everyday experience - how did 
objects affect their personal relationships, their economic position and social aspirations, their 
religious and political loyalties, their health and wellbeing?  To what extent is the macro world 
of global capitalism reflected in the domestic microcosm of the household, its setting, and its 
rituals?  
 
‘Active’ versus the ‘redundant lives’ of things 
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Paintings and prints of the early modern period serve to document the development of domestic 
culture over an epoch of profound economic, social and cultural change and place historical or 
archaeological objects in a specific functional or symbolic context that is normally absent from 
the excavated record.  The archaeological deposit, whether a rubbish pit or latrine shaft, post-
hole or a midden, normally reflects the final point of discard or loss of a possession or utensil. 
Only strict ‘time capsule’ deposits, such as a violent destruction horizon or a shipwreck, for 
instance, can reveal something of the ‘active life’ of an object prior to deposition.iii The image, 
particularly those depicting the domestic interior, offer a glimpse of objects in use before discard 
and crucially in their relationship to the building, its interior design and spatial configuration, and 
in relationship to other objects, which may or may not be functionally related. In addition, these 
sources also connect objects to people and place the artefact in a contemporaneous social and 
ideological matrix, which on discard is frequently ruptured. The issue has been defined as the 
‘equifinality’ of archaeological evidence, where the recoverable material culture can only remain 
a sample of past reality.
iv
 
As in the case of the documentary records, the study of historic objects in contemporary pictorial 
representations is not without its risks and pitfalls. No-one has ever suggested that late medieval 
devotional art or paintings of the Dutch Golden Age were intended as mimetic studies of 
everyday life. Rather, it is necessary to appreciate their function as contemporary depictions of 
reality, informed by a variety of social, cultural and moral motivations. The pictorial record of 
the transition to modernity acts as a window on the age, its materiality and its mentality; it holds 
a record not only of the multiplicity of things but also, essentially, a multiplicity of behaviours 
and thought, both of which determine quotidianity.
v
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In recognizing the value of contemporary iconographic sources for hermeneutics research in 
historical archaeology, it is important not to underestimate the importance of graphical evidence 
for empirical study, whether it be for dating or principally to help identify the active lives of 
historical artefacts. Our understanding of the use of silver-gilt and base metal dress hooks in 15
th
 
to 16
th
-century dress, which have become such a staple feature of the Portable Antiquities 
Scheme annual reports, would have been compromised without the series of portrait drawings by 
Hand Holbein the Younger of Henrician court figures and other secular studies, which show how 
they were used to close dress in the age before the button became ubiquitous.
vi
 
Pre and post-Reformation art in the Netherlands and Germany 
Late medieval panel painting commissioned for private devotion, particularly those that set the 
Lives of the Holy Family and those of the Saints in the contemporary domestic realm, reveal an 
increasing emphasis on material comfort illustrated by a wide range of utensils and rich 
furnishings. Robert Campin’s Annunciation triptych of c.1427-32 contains a wealth of domestic 
detail. Patrons (they are present here peeping through the ajar door of the chamber) were 
concerned to record as much of the paraphernalia of their own lives as a strategy to place the 
Saints into their own world and to participate in the sacred drama. The Annunciation by Petrus 
Christus of 1453
vii
 achieves a similar impact by foregrounding a contemporary utilitarian Rearen 
stoneware bottle to hold the sacred flowers of the Virgin. As Keith Moxey has previously noted, 
we are not dealing with ‘reality’ in these scenes, but rather a ‘reality effect’, which may be 
described as an ‘illusionist strategy of late medieval artists to represent the deployment of a 
visual rhetoric intended to make the Christian story both relevant and accessible to the majority 
of Christian believers…The miraculous powers ascribed to certain of these images depended 
upon a religious imagination that had been trained to infuse the natural with the supernatural’.viii 
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The key to an archaeological appreciation of these sources is the recognition of the religious and 
social motivations of the depicted domestic ‘reality’. 
This ‘bourgeois realism’ of Netherlandish and German art of the 15th to 16th centuries forms a 
rich vein for comparative historical study. The linen-draped table illustrated in Dieric Bouts’s 
Christ in the House of the Pharisee Simon of 1460 supports a selection of archaeologically-
attested dining and drinking ware of the period, including Siegburg stoneware drinking jugs, 
glass beakers, table knives and pewter flatware, together with tableware that does not normally 
survive in the archaeological record, such as wooden trenchers.
ix
 The pictorial source is an 
essential iconographic reference for reconstructing the functional and social relationships of the 
various tableware media employed in burgher households of the period. Reconstruction of North 
German ‘Hanseatic ‘Wohnkultur’ depends on both the quantitative archaeological record of 
stoneware frequencies and a comparative-qualitative analysis of contemporaneous iconographic 
images that records the non-archaeological or ‘missing artefacts’. 
The Haarlem painters Jakob Jansz in his depiction of the Holy Family at a Meal of c.1495-1500
x
 
(FIG) and Jan Mostaert in his Joseph explaining the Dreams of the Baker and the Cupbearer of 
c.1500
xi
 (FIG) set the scriptural drama firmly in the contemporary domestic setting of the urban 
mercantile households of the North Netherlands. In both the white linen-draped table is central to 
the action. Siegburg stoneware drinking vessels share the table with wooden and pewter flatware. 
In the Joseph narrative the main character holds an ornate pewter wine flagon. With their 
detailed representations of merchant house interiors and the precise and relative location of 
domestic utensils within the space, these images are amongst the most evocative visual 
documents of dining culture amongst the emerging middle classes of the period, in which we see 
a range of media of differing value sharing a social interaction. The ‘reality effect’ of these 
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scenes is of profound significance to the social archaeology of North West European merchant 
communities, enabling a reconstruction of ‘Lebenswelt’ through the cross examination of the 
synchronous material and visual documentary records.  
The dressed and laid table is a central feature of Netherlandish religious art through into the 17
th
 
century and a continuing rich source of economic, social and cultural information on domestic 
objects for the historical archaeologist. The Utrecht painter Mechtelt toe Boecop’s Last Supper 
of the 1570s is an example of the Renaissance influence on the genre.
xii
 Here we observe a 
mounted Cologne/Frechen style Bartmann jug being used as a drinking jug on the table and a 
mounted Frechen-style Bartmann pitcher being used as a wine or water decanter placed below 
the table. Once again the Rhenish stoneware, which has a ubiquitous archaeological 
distribution,
xiii
 is depicted in a ‘live’ situation alongside the clear Venetian-style glass beaker, 
pewter ware, table knives, spoons and treen on a bleached white table cloth, all of which are 
missing or at best rare in the excavated record. The visual snapshot of the ‘active life’ of an 
archaeological object is of great interest despite the illusionary historical reality of a biblical 
event. 
Low Countries painting of the 16
th
 century comprises a series of religious, mythical and secular 
themes set in the domestic sphere that feature well-attested archaeological objects prominently 
and create a rich functional and social matrix for the study of everyday ritual (‘Wohnkultur’). 
Marten van Heemskerck’s portrait of the Haarlem patrician family of Pieter Jan Foppeszoon of 
1530 is among the earliest representations of a wealthy merchant family.
xiv
 The seating around a 
dressed and laid table emphasizes the centrality of table culture in defining the ideal of the early 
modern family. In addition to the exotic foods, the pewter flagon, glassware and silver chalice 
sets the social bar for this generation of burgher family art. Pieter Aertsen’s Christ in the House 
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of Martha and Mary of 1553
xv
 and Jan Beuckelaer’s Four Elements of 1570xvi are set in the 
kitchens of urban merchant houses and illustrate a wide range of contemporary kitchen and table 
ceramics, glass and metalware scattered around the floors, on tables and suspended from the 
walls. These narrative scenes are highly theatrical representations of domestic reality but it is 
worth pausing to observe the relative locational relationships within the various spaces. It is 
notable that the red earthenware cooking ware is usually depicted on the floor and that the 
mounted stoneware, glassware and, in the case of the Aertsen, the Antwerp maiolica vase, are 
placed on the tables and is prominent positions. As in the late Middle ages, the artist’s objective 
was to attempt to involve the patron and viewer in the action, the semblance of reality amplified 
by the depiction of real objects, chosen to fulfill a precise function and social role.  
Images expressing overt satire are not without interest for the archaeologist. An engraving of 
around 1540-6 depicting drunken Bacchus Singers after Hieronymous Bosch at a feast is a moral 
critique of indulgent excess.
xvii
 The mock ‘playing’ of a glass flute and stoneware pitcher placed 
on the table represents the breaking of taboos in manners. Thus the deliberate misuse of real 
objects in a domestic ritual situation for social satire provides a further insight into the popular 
perceptions of those objects in early modern society. Pieter Breughel’s well known Peasant 
Wedding of 1568 is a further case in point.
xviii
 The baskets of unmounted stoneware pitchers and 
drinking jugs emphasise the social milieu being satirized by the artist. To amplify the effect and 
the critique of excess, the stoneware vessels are foregrounded and depicted at a slightly enhanced 
scale. The illusionist purpose of the scene is of particular hermeneutic value to the social 
archaeologist dealing with commonplace archaeological objects. 
Late medieval woodcut technology fulfilled a number of purposes, including the demand for 
cheap pedagogic visual propaganda for the emergent urban burgher class. The scenes from 
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Häusliche Erziehung (‘Domestic Instruction’), printed by Johan Bämler in Augsburg in 1476,  
are typical of the genre,
xix
 and in this scene showing the merchant and his industrious family we 
can observe the idealised ‘Ordnung’ of space and furnishings, fixtures and fittings, including 
beds, chairs, cradles, shelving chests, candelabra, hand-washing equipment, ceramics, glazing, 
even pets(!), and notably, the introduction of new technologies such as smokeless central heating 
(ceramic tile stove). Behind the idealised reality of the image, the relationships between the 
individual objects and between the people and objects enable us to help locate archaeological 
artefacts in the spatial and functional matrix of the historic household. Given the rarity of finding 
a tile-stove in situ in an urban building, such contemporary images are key to establishing the 
social and cultural milieu in which these objects were circulating and also to understanding their 
importance in the living space and how they functioned (i.e. set against a wall through which the 
stove was serviced and expelled its fumes). The ceramic tile-stove continued to be depicted as a 
centerpiece of social aspiration and domestic harmony in European burgher culture throughout 
the 16
th
 century, as we can observe in an engraving representing January in a Months of the Year 
cycle by H.S. Beham of  1520 showing a wealthy patrician dining scene.
xx
 
 
Paintings of the Dutch ’Golden Age’ 
 ‘Genre’ painting of the Dutch Golden Age, particularly works depicting the domestic interior 
and still life compositions, appears at first glance a compelling source of social and cultural 
information for archaeologists and all those studying the emerging materiality and mentalities of 
early modernity. After all, this is a truly vast documentary resource. On the basis of statistical 
analyses of inventories and the number of painters active in Holland, economic historians have 
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calculated that Dutch painters produced over 5 million pictures during the 17
th
 century.
xxi
 Around 
1640, about two thirds of the population of delft lived in homes with paintings, with an average 
of eleven works per household. Overall, most numerous were landscapes, followed by portraits 
and history paintings, but interiors and still-lifes made up close to 10 per cent, or about half a 
million works, mainly oil on canvas. These were aimed at the broad spectrum of middle class 
buying power. These paintings were not produced on commission but speculatively in the main, 
in the hope that customers would desire them. It is agreed that Dutch genre paintings are likely to 
have fostered demand for the modes of living and goods they presented in such radiant 
fashion.
xxii
 This output was created and consumed by a society that saw dramatic advancements 
in its material circumstances during the 17th-century. Until the late 18
th
 century the Dutch 
Republic enjoyed the highest standard of living in Europe; wages were higher and inflation non-
existent. Not surprisingly homes were filled by a vast range of fashionable and luxurious 
commodities, many reflecting overseas commercial contact.  Pieter de Hooch’s Interior with 
Women beside a linen chest of 1663
xxiii
 and Cornelis de Mann’s Family at a Dinner table of 
1665-70
xxiv
 depict the new domestic luxuries of the mid-century – the ebony-inlaid linen press 
(replacing the chest), the starched white table napery (replacing the spittoon and the hand) and 
garnitures of white faience and silverware are emblematic of the new wealth of the nation and 
forewarning of excess. 
The ideal of home and conceptions of the early modern nuclear family in its intimacy, domestic 
comfort and luxury amongst the north-west European urban middle classes can be seen to 
crystallize in 17-century Dutch genre art. Crucially, the illusionist effect is amplified by the 
presence of people in the scenes, and where there are no people, such as in the still-life, the scene 
is clearly habitable. The interaction between space, object and person is key to our 
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archaeological interest in reconstructing these functional and symbolic relationships. The 
opportunities offered by the depictions of the domestic interior for the socio-economic 
investigation of synchronous excavated assemblages are as significant as the historic probate 
inventory or testament. 
The 17
th
-century Dutch home was both a private place and the showcase for the family’s values, 
status, wealth and taste. The choice of pictures on the wall was an important way for the 
household to project its self-image while affirming its investment in the values of the wider 
community. Scenes of daily life placed the home and family on display as ‘a way of imagining, 
reinforcing and crafting an ideal of domestic order and virtue.
xxv
 The naturalistic genre gave this 
community a virtual mirror image of itself, but we recognize that the highly idealised and 
selective reflection it saw was perhaps more about the way it aspired to be than the way it really 
was. 
Thus Dutch genre scenes of the 17
th
 century were not intended as mimetic representations of 
social reality. They were in part aspirational visions of the successful burgher lifestyle and part 
exercise in moral edification, employing a figurative language that everyone would have 
recognised. One painting, the Account Book, by Jan Steen of the early 1660s in The Hunterian, 
University of Glasgow,
xxvi
 provides a case-study in the depiction and arrangement of people and 
domestic objects for the purpose of moral instruction. The woman seated to the right is a 
prostitute and the yard is outside a brothel. The old lady in the middle is a procuress and the lady 
in the headscarf to the left is a tradeswoman who has come to present her pofboek and remind her 
customer of her debt. The woman is just ahead of the procession of townspeople who are about 
to expose her scandalous state. The harbour is a reminder of the brothel’s best source of 
customers. The various objects in the scene all help to condemn the prostitute: her blouse is 
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undone, an indication of low morals (and she is not breast-feeding her son!); the spinning wheel, 
a symbol of good housekeeping, is neglected; as is the child who is too large for its kinderstoel 
(he is spoilt, having three dolls and his tin feeding bottle has fallen neglected to the ground); the 
bird cage is an allusion to intercourse and to a libidinous lifestyle - Vogelen in Dutch is to 
fornicate - (its position within the image makes it a sign for the brothel); the vine is a symbol of 
the consumption of alcohol and of associated lewd behaviour; the rose in the pot behind the 
prostitute is the flower of Venus and the thorns a reminder of the dangers involved; the bucket 
would have been used to bring back goods from the market, but lies empty because the 
prostitute’s credit has run out; and the gourd on the belt of the tradeswoman is the symbol of 
brevity (as a proverbially fast-growing plant it symbolised the rapid flowering and passage of 
feminine beauty). One can decode the domestic mayhem of Jan Steen’s various depictions of the 
Dissolute Household (1663-65) along similar lines.
xxvii
 Steen was renowned deliberately 
inverting the appropriate familial behavior of scenes by Pieter de Hooch and others by minutely 
cataloging the effects of intemperance as they reverberate through the household.  The reckless 
abuse of luxury table ceramics, pewter ware and glass amplify the didactic effect of this study in 
the transgression of approved social norms. 
Many Dutch genre painters treated the domestic interior as a world of women, children and 
maids. In Dutch society fathers may have ruled but they are often strikingly absent from scenes 
of domestic life. Nicolaes Maes created a number of ‘female interiors’ with mothers with 
children and maids at their chores in the 1650s. While The Lacemaker
xxviii
 appears to record an 
authentic scene of quotidian domesticity, with the child’s delft porringer on the floor alongside 
its overturned pewter feeding bottle and the (antique) Siegburg stoneware wine jug placed 
strategically out of reach on the adjacent table, Maes’s depiction of maids and their mistresses is 
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altogether more critical. In the Idle Servant of 1655 we see a sleeping maid with hand to chin, 
and her mistress suggesting she is not worn out from work but has succumbed to sloth or 
idleness, the state of female melancholics caused by lovesickness.
xxix
 Maes capitalised on the 
widespread belief that maidservants were lazy and lascivious, prone to petty thievery and a threat 
to the stable household.
xxx
 For the archaeologist, there is significant interest in the mixed 
assemblage of base metal and lead-glazed red earthenware cooking and food preparation vessels 
together with the delft plates and dishes scattered over the floor awaiting washing up or replacing 
on shelves. Note also the stacked blue-and-white Wan-Li-style delft dishes on the dresser. The 
mistress of the household is reduced to carrying the Westerwald stoneware decanter to the dining 
table herself! Notwithstanding the morality tale allegorised by this scene, the synchronology of 
the depicted kitchen and tableware provides a documented historical fix on the functional and 
social interrelationships of these recognisable archaeological objects whose excavated context is 
more likely to reflect the process of discard rather than use. 
As in the case of late medieval devotional art, the depiction of contemporaneous popular 
domestic products, such a Rhenish stoneware or Dutch delftware, in intimate genre scenes of the 
17
th
 century, serves to cement the illusion of real time and space, together with social milieu and 
the moral message. Cobalt-painted Westerwald stoneware jugs and tankards are ubiquitous 
irrespective of the social setting and symbolic purpose of the subject. In Gerard ter Borch’s Lady 
Drinking with a Letter of 1665 we see a fine Westerwald wine decanter on a table alongside a 
Turkey carpet.
xxxi
 The Lady drinks from a crystal glass and  is dressed in fine silk; whereas In 
Nicolaes Maes’s Old Woman Praying of 1655-58 the old woman’s utilitarian dress, the mix of 
earthenware pipkin, Westerwald stoneware tankard, and meal of gruel, cheese and fish radiate 
pious frugality.
xxxii
 It is their precise depiction and positioning within the social and ideological 
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matrix of these imagined domestic scenes that we gain an insight into the ‘active lives’ of these 
archaeologically familiar Rhenish stoneware vessels. 
Still lifes of domestic commodities and foodstuffs are another key strand within the genre of 
17
th
-century Dutch secular painting and a mechanism for reflecting the social aspirations and 
moral concerns of the community. In addition, the technological and commercial pulses of the 
Dutch Golden Age and its consumer excess are emphasised: the exotic fruits, wines, spices, and 
later coffee and tea; the Venetian glassware; seashells from the Indian Ocean; porcelain from 
China and tobacco from America – all contribute to an unprecedented impression of luxury and 
novelty in the domestic sphere created by the Dutch lead in the new global economy. Many 
‘sumptuous still lifes’ (Pronk-stilleven) were commissioned explicitly to show off (‘pronken’), 
one’s purchasing power. In Osias Beert’s Still Life with Cherries and Strawberries of 1608xxxiii 
we observe the social impact of the first Amsterdam auctions of Chinese porcelain in 1602 and 
1604. It is significant that at the start of the century we see exotic Chinese ‘Kraak’ porcelain 
being combined with luxury precious metal and Mediterranean crystal glassware. The relevant 
urban archaeological sequence for the period, such as that documented at Duisburg on the 
confluence of the Rhine and Ruhr, reveals the relatively exclusive social distribution of the early 
imported Chinese porcelains in the community during the early 17
th
 century, with several large 
dishes being excavated on the sites of patrician houses.
xxxiv
 The sequence also records the 
immediate impact of these exotic imports on regional ceramic manufacture. A new range of 
imitative products were made in local tin-glazed earthenware local utilitarian red earthenware 
potters were stimulated into inventing slipware for the table. But during the course of the 17
th
 
century, with the accelerated importation of Chinese porcelain by the shipload, the social value 
matrix of this commodity may have changed yet again. In Jan Jansz. Treck’s Still Life of 
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1649,
xxxv
 the Chinese blue-and-white porcelain bowl is part of a mixed table group containing 
pewter and a ‘forest glass’ beer flute. Archaeologically, however, Chinese blue-and white 
porcelain remains relatively elusive in the North-West European excavation record until the end 
of the century and it possible that the iconographic representations reflect an idealisation of the 
domestic table setting in the burgher household.
xxxvi
  
General developments in consumer taste in the domestic sphere can be documented through 
Dutch genre painting over the course of the 17
th
 century and it is possible to identify fashion 
trends in a number of key material categories. One candidate for future intensive calibration of 
iconographic and archaeological data is tin-glazed earthenware, which occurs abundantly in both 
records. The trend in this sector towards plain white wares from the middle of the 17
th
 century 
onwards can be traced archaeologically as in Duisburg and in the home interiors of Pieter de 
Hooch, such as the Mother Nursing an Infant of 1658-60
xxxvii
. Here large lobed whiteware dishes 
are displayed prominently on the mantelpiece and it appears, given their importance, that in such 
orderly households they may have been be removed only on special occasions. Whitewares held 
a special place within Dutch society of the period. White was associated with purity and 
household cleanliness; hence the emphasis on starched white napery, white plaster walls and 
white tiles. It acted as a metaphorical antidote to polychromy and excessive ornament, which 
could be associated with profligacy and vanity.  
The symbolic representation of modesty is a long standing theme in Dutch genre art and it is 
vital to recognize that on occasion the purchasing power of a particular household is being 
purposefully underplayed. Hendrick Sorgh’s 1663 portrait of the Bierens family is unusual for 
posing the family in the kitchen apparently engaged in some communal cooking.
xxxviii
 Head of 
the house, Jacob Bierens, enters holding a fish, but he was no fisherman and would not have 
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been in charge of the shopping. But for this Mennonite family, the Lenten food must have 
ciphered frugality and everyone is participating diligently, while the eldest son is providing 
musical accompaniment to emphasize the harmony of family life. It is quire deliberate, therefore, 
that no exotic or elaborately decorative household goods are depicted. The nearest we get to 
ornament are the rather routine Dutch landscape paintings above the fireplace and the group of 
Rhenish blue-and-grey stoneware jugs hanging on pegs in the background. Notwithstanding all 
the metaphorical grammar of this scene, it is a rich source of information on kitchen operations 
in a merchant home of the period, and contains important detail on food preparation and washing 
up procedures.  
We do not actually need historic paintings to inform us about the consumption of tobacco in 
early modern Europe. Notwithstanding the comprehensive archaeological picture, rarely can we 
observe the ritual of smoking in the excavated record. Pieter Claesz’s still-life ensemble of 1636 
combines all the paraphernalia of the new recreational habit – the clay pipes, tapers, tobacco 
wrapper, snuff box, red earthenware smoking pot together with the essential Westerwald 
stoneware beer jug and glass.
xxxix
 This is a scene of private contemplative consumption of the 
fruits of the Dutch trade to the New World and intended as a deliberate counterpoint to 
contemporary tavern scenes showing the abuse of such commodities and the negative effect of 
alcohol and nicotine on the social order. 
Image and object: conflict and correspondence 
The figurative art of the late medieval to early modern domestic interior in north western Europe 
represents a primary resource for the exploration of the economic, social, material  and 
ideological changes in contemporary culture that define the emergence of Western modernity. 
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Cross-referencing this rich visual record of change with the evidence of archaeological 
distributions of the domestic artefacts that populate and enliven these scenes will serve to create 
a powerful interpretative tool for investigating consumer habits and trends and aspects of social 
behaviour amongst groups in society that did most to create the world we now recognize as a 
modern one. The pictorial sources in question, from pre-Reformation devotional works to the 
sumptuous still-life paintings of the Dutch Golden Age were never intended as mimetic studies 
in social reality. They were in part aspirational visions of the lifestyle of the emerging urban 
mercantile elite, in part exercises in social engineering, and in part templates for religious and 
moral edification, each employing a symbolic visual grammar that everyone would have 
recognised. Domestic buildings, interiors and utilitarian objects operate within this complex 
matrix of motivations and enhance the crucial ‘reality effect’ for the viewer. We are conscious of 
the illusionist purpose of these works but, once decoded, we recognize their potential for 
interdisciplinary historical research into the materiality of the age of transition. 
European historical archaeology involves reconciling material and documentary sources of 
evidence for the past, which escalates in its mass and complexity from the 15
th
 century onwards. 
For the late Middle Ages and early modern period we have long recognised the importance of 
addressing the contemporaneous written record and are aware of the frequent correspondences 
and conflicts between artefact and text. The pictorial record offers a parallel investigative 
mechanism but poses many of the same challenges: it is partial and biased but it contains many 
of the disarticulated and decontextualised archaeological objects that concern us. Most 
significantly, and perhaps more explicitly than the text-based sources, it locates them in relation 
to spaces, people and to other objects. Artefacts help enforce the illusion of reality and play an 
emblematic role in the action.  
17 
 
Although we as archaeologists have long recognised the importance of the historic pictorial 
record, our methodologies and hermeneutic devices have not been deployed sufficiently to 
exploit this rich comparative resource for better understanding the use of objects, their 
interrelationships, and their position in the social, cultural and ideological matrix of historical 
society.  As the paintings and prints show us, objects were of critical importance to delivering a 
social, religious or moral message. Even the most utilitarian of objects held symbolic power in 
the visual documentary world. The prospect of structured archaeological-art historical 
comparative research offers new opportunities for exploring the ‘Lebenswelt’ - the lifestyles and 
mentalities of the early modern household and community. This short survey can only hint at the 
possibilities offered by such a study. The need to pilot surveys of particular genres, artistic 
themes or the works of individual artists and to test some of our archaeological data and 
assumptions is as urgent now as it was ten or twenty years ago. If we don’t address this challenge 
at some defined point in the future we risk continuing to plough our own single disciplinary 
furrow and fail in our ambition to develop a true historical archaeology of the early modern 
domestic sphere. Worse still, much of our excavated material will remain orphaned and only of 
interest to other archaeologists. I know Geoff Egan believed firmly that objects and image should 
combine to create new historical insights into how people in the past lived and behaved.  
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FIGURES 
 
1. Holy Family at a Meal by Jakob Jansz of c.1495-1500 and Joseph explaining the Dreams 
of the Baker and the Cupbearer by Jan Mostaert of c.1500. W-RM, Cologne and 
Mauritshiuis, The Hague 
 
2. Last Supper by Mechtelt toe Boecop of 1570s. Stedelijk Museum, Kampen. 
 
3. Häusliche Erziehung, Augsburg 1476. 
4. The Account Book by Jan Steen of the early 1660s. The Hunterian, University of Glasgow.  
 
5. The Idle Servant by Nicholaes Maes of 1655. National Gallery, London. 
 
6. Still life by Jan Jansz. Treck of 1649. National Gallery, London. 
 
7. Mother Nursing an Infant by Pieter de Hooch of 1658-60. Fine arts Museum of San 
Francisco. 
 
8 and 9. Principal ceramic forms excavated at Duisburg, Lower Rhineland, c. 1600-1650 and 
1650-1700. 
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